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Introduction       

CAROL CHAMBERS: “A lot of people are really scared of bats and what’s cool about bats is that a lot of times once 

you meet a bat, a lot of times the fear drops away & you’re just fascinated by the way they look, their ability to fly & 

learning that some bats live to be over 40 years old is just astounding to me.” 

 

SUSI MACVEAN: “It’s so neat to hear them calling – tree ducks?! Yeah, they have a very interesting call. For being our 

state amphibian we know very little about them” 

  

Rose Houk: Join us for a tour of Pumphouse County Natural Area in summer to see and hear some very different 

but equally intriguing types of animals. In this guide we’ll tell you how to find Arizona’s state amphibian – the frog 

that sounds like a duck, see some interesting birds, as well as cue you into the best way to observe the amazing 

variety bats here.  

 

Pumphouse Wash runs just west of Interstate 17, where you come off the freeway ramp into Kachina Village, five 

miles south of Flagstaff.  You can begin to explore at Raymond County Park, where you’ll see a rare habitat in 

Arizona -- a natural wetland fed by springs on the hillside to the north.  Underground pockets of water, called 

perched aquifers, emerge at the surface to create the wet meadow in front of you. This was a former camping and 

hunting area for Apaches who called it ‘Place of Many Springs.’ The small rock pump house and tank up on the hill 

date to the 1890s.  The waters of O’Neill Spring fed into the building, which once housed a steam-powered 

engine.  

 

The wetland and the wash offer many unique features that make it important for wildlife -- from elk to waterfowl 

to wintering bald eagles. And, wherever there’s water, there most likely will be amphibians…  

 

Arrive in the spring from late afternoon onwards, and you’ll only have to open your car door to hear chorus frogs 

competing with the sound of freeway traffic. The frogs are making use of the ephemeral ponds in and around the 

floating pontoons that fill with snowmelt and water from the spring on the hill slope. A high mountain species, 

chorus frogs are at home around temporary ponds, lake margins, cattle tanks – even roadside ditches on the 

Mogollon Rim. These diminutive frogs select places to breed where there aren’t fish to prey on them. The males 

can be heard calling – initially from dusk through the evening, but during the day too during peak breeding 



season. An individual female can lay up to 1,500 eggs, which become tadpoles in around a week, metamorphosing 

into juvenile frogs over the next two to three months.  

 

Birding starts to pick up a little later in spring, and here you have a chance to see grassland, water, and forest 

birds all in close proximity.  From the pond, walk down the road a couple of hundred yards and cross over to the 

Greenway Trail – an inviting ¾-mile roundtrip walk that follows Pumphouse Wash downstream. Soon after you 

start down the path, there are two stone viewing blinds, good places to stop and watch for critters in this part of 

the wash.  

 

Or you can drive slowly along Ancient Trail, pulling off to the side to view with binoculars, and using your car as a 

moveable blind. Keep an eye open for Brewer’s and Vesper sparrows -- especially common in the meadows here 

from spring through summer. Brewer’s sparrows are slender birds with dusky brown streaked plumage and a thin 

but distinct pale eye ring. While they may look a little dull, their song is anything but ... a series of ascending and 

descending vibrating buzzy trills. Another grayish-brown streaked sparrow, the Vesper’s can be distinguished by 

the small chestnut patch on a bend in the wing. Its song is a slow series of four clear musical notes, ending in a 

descending series of trills. Nesting mallards are common along the stream here, as are cinnamon teal – and in the 

winter you’ll often see Canada geese. 

 

Continue along Ancient Trail and you’ll come to trailhead parking at the confluence of Pumphouse Wash and 

Harrenburg Wash, next to the water treatment facility. Grab your binoculars -- birding is great here -- including a 

possible sighting of a belted kingfisher and up to five different species of swallows. If you’re on foot, you may 

glimpse a garter snake too. Take the time to get to the trail’s lower reaches - just before the top of the 

switchbacks – and in late spring and early summer and you should be able to see red-faced and Grace’s warblers. 

Go far enough and you may even get a peek at painted redstarts, which breed in the lower parts of the wash.  

 

Mountain tree frogs & bats 

RH: Early mornings often offer the best birding -- but in summer, dusk through dark is the ‘witching hour’ for 

creatures like Arizona mountain tree frogs. In 1985, Arizona school children voted mountain tree frogs the official 

state amphibian. These are diminutive frogs as wildlife biologist Susi MacVean describes… 

 

MACVEAN: “They’re only about the size of a quarter to a silver dollar – they’re small. And they don’t have spots. They 

do come in two color phases – one is a bright green – almost like a ‘green gem’ another is a ‘tan’ color phase & you 

can see them sitting next to each other in the same pond. They do have toe pads – so if you pick one up you’ll see 

they have little suction caps on the end of their toes.” 

 

RH: The frogs live above 5,000 feet in forests close to streams and wet meadows. Dormant for much of the year, 

they take advantage of the summer monsoon season to breed. To find them, go out in July or early August on a 

humid night after we’ve had a few good storms. That’s when they put their tree climbing abilities to use. Helped 

by disk-like pads on the tips of their toes, males ascend trees and start calling. Right by the trailhead parking near 

the water treatment facility is a great spot to hear them.  Before dark you’ll hear sporadic ‘quacks’ widely 

dispersed in the trees, says Susi MacVean … 

 



MACVEAN: “One of the weirdest things I’ve experienced out in the ponderosa pine fores is to hear them calling from 

trees – and they have kind of a quack-like call. It sounds like there are ducks quacking in the trees, which is really 

funny. And you can start listening for them near pools of water once the monsoons have gotten going. Not after the 

first rain, but maybe after the 2nd or 3rd rain in an area they will really get calling. You know that will trigger 

breeding activity in them and so they’ll come out of the trees down into the ponds where they’ll congregate and 

you’ll hear choruses of Arizona tree frogs calling.” 

 

RH: If you wait patiently as dusk turns to dark, you’ll notice their calls move closer to pools. By an hour or two 

after dark, both males and females have made their way to the water – they’re easy to locate with a flashlight at 

this point – their mating chorus is a cacophony ... and maybe only now do they really sound like frogs!  

 

While you’re out looking for tree frogs, keep your eyes – and ears – open for bats. Arizona has 28 species of bats – 

more than just about every other state! And there’s between 16 to 18 species right around Flagstaff. The same 

time of day and same places where you find frogs are also ideal for watching bats – including Pumphouse Wash, 

says wildlife ecologist and bat specialist Carol Chambers… 

 

CHAMBERS: “We have caught at least 12 species in this area. If you’re standing in Pumphouse Wash & you look 

around at the treeline, look around for dead tops of trees – you’ll see these snags – dead standing trees and this is 

one of the reasons why Pumphouse Wash is a good place for bats. Some bats roost under the loose bark in dead 

trees or in cracks in dead trees. So one of the things that make this good habitat for bats is dead trees, but you can 

also look around & see rock formations & some bats will live in rock formations. And then having water is always 

attractive for wildlife. Anywhere you go where there’s water at night you could probably sit & watch bats coming to 

drink across the surfaces of ponds. And they need food. All of the bats in N AZ feed on insects or arthropods. We 

don’t have any bats here that feed on nectar or fruit. These are all insect feeding. So any place where you have lots of 

bugs, moths, crickets, mosquitos, centipedes, scorpions – that’s where you’ll find food for bats.” 

 

RH: To maximize your chances of seeing bats, find a pond in June when it’s dry almost everywhere around. If you 

go at dusk, sit and wait, bats will soon arrive to drink. Some bats will come out before it’s really dark; later on, 

find a place where there’s a street light and you can watch the bats feeding on bugs flying around the light.  

 

CHAMBERS: “Bats can fly thru’ Pumphouse Wash and bats don’t stop & drink, they actually fly across the surface of 

water & skim it & drink while they’re flying. So when you have a large surface area of water you can have large bats 

– and one of the larger bats that we can find here is the Big free-tailed bat – a bat that has a wing span of 20 inches 

or so – it may not sound very big but it’s one of the bigger bats in AZ – it can weigh about 30 grams .. or as I like to 

think of it .. a candy bar (about 28g). So it’s a flying candy bar & it’s a bat that has long slender wings. They’re very 

fast fliers, they’re like fighter jets – they don’t maneuver well but they can fly really fast & very long distances.”  

 

“In Pumphouse Wash there’s some big open bodies of water that these Big free-tailed bats can just come & skim 

along the surface and a cool thing about bats is a lot of times we can’t see them at night – because humans just 

aren’t designed to see at night very well. But Big free-tailed bats you can hear because they make an audible echo-

location sound & it’s a sort of chirpy tick-tick-tick sound” 

 



 “Big free-tailed bats have a little tail that sticks out beyond their tail membrane and they’re in a group of bats that 

look like little dogs because their faces & their little tails that stick out make them look a little bit like dogs. So they 

have a different look than a lot of the other bats in N AZ where the tail membrane extends all the way to the end of 

the tail & encloses the tail.” 

 

“Another interesting species that you can hear here, is the Allen’s lappet-browed bat – it’s also called the Allen’s big-

eared bat because it’s a bat with really long ears – the ears are probably over half the length of its body. If you had a 

chance to see it flying you would see these ears that stick out way in front of it when it’s flying along. I’ve never 

captured one in this area but I’ve heardthem and they also make an audible sound when they fly. So they make a 

sound like ‘thut-thut-thut’ it’s a really dry tick sound. The free-tailed bat is a little chirpier, it’s a little tic but it’s got a 

little more of a musical sound to it.  

So you can tell the 2 species apart when they’re flying if you know what to listen for.”  

 

RH: One of the more common bats around Flagstaff is the so-called ‘big brown bat’ – which typically weighs 

between 14 to 18 grams – around half a candy bar … 

 

CHAMBERS: “They have very nice personalities! These bats will form colonies in the summer. The females will get 

together to have babies & raise pups together in what we call a maternity colony. These Big brown bats use a couple 

of kinds of roosts – they will roost under the loose bark of snags & you’ll find colonies of maybe 15-30 or 40 bats, but 

they also will live under the eaves or in the chimneys of houses.” 

 

RH: If you want to see these bats after dark, rather than just hear them, you can use spot lights – but you have to 

take care to use the right kind of light, says Carol Chambers… 

 

CHAMBERS: “Red light is probably better than anything else to shine on bats because they do perceive it, but it’s not 

as disruptive to their vision as white light. When you use white vision at night your night vision is gone – and bats 

aren’t blind! They do see. When they’re flying they’re using echolocation but they’re also visual to some extent, so 

you don’t want to blind ‘em while they’re trying to fly.” 

 

RH: And if you find bats roosting at your house, it’s important to follow the proper procedures by contacting 

Arizona Game & Fish Department — these bat populations are sensitive, it’s illegal to kill them and they’re really 

helpful creatures. 

 

CHAMBERS: “So you have these long-lived animals. They only have one baby per year if that and so I know people 

often don’t want them in their houses, they don’t like the smell or the guano. But bats are protected by law & so if 

there is a problem with bats in a house, AZGFD can help you figure out the best way to safely & humanely have the 

bats moved to a new home.” 

 

 

Outro 

RH: While you’re out at Pumphouse Wash, you might want to visit nearby Kachina Wetlands, another place with 

open water … lots of birds and bats in summer … and a haven for waterfowl in winter. 


